Problem A
Reading Brackets in English

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

Input: brackets.in, Output: brackets.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Shun and his professor are studying Lisp and S-expressions. Shun is in Tokyo in order to make a presentation of their research. His professor cannot go with him because of another work today.
He was making final checks for his slides an hour ago. Then, unfortunately, he found some serious
mistakes! He called his professor immediately since he did not have enough data in his hand to fix the
mistakes.
Their discussion is still going on now. The discussion looks proceeding with diﬃculty. Most of their data
are written in S-expressions, so they have to exchange S-expressions via telephone. Your task is to write
a program that outputs S-expressions represented by a given English phrase.

Input
The first line of the input contains a single positive integer N, which represents the number of test cases.
Then N test cases follow.
Each case consists of a line. The line contains an English phrase that represents an S-expression. The
length of the phrase is up to 1000 characters.
The rules to translate an S-expression are as follows.
1. An S-expression which has one element is translated into “a list of <the element of the Sexpression
i>”. (e.g. “(A)” will be “a list of A”)
2. An S-expression which has two elements is translated into “a list of <the first element of the Sexpression> and <the second element of the S-expression>”. (e.g. “(A B)” will be “a list of A and
B”)
3. An S-expression which has more than three elements is translated into “a list of <the first element
of the S-expression>, <the second element of the S-expression>, ... and <the last element of the
S-expression>”. (e.g. “(A B C D)” will be “a list of A, B, C and D”)
4. The above rules are applied recursively. (e.g. “(A (P Q) B (X Y Z) C)” will be “a list of A, a list of
P and Q, B, a list of X, Y and Z and C”)
Each atomic element of an S-expression is a string made of less than 10 capital letters. All words (“a”,
“list”, “of” and “and”) and atomic elements of S-expressions are separated by a single space character,
but no space character is inserted before comma (“,”). No phrases for empty S-expressions occur in the
input. You can assume that all test cases can be translated into S-expressions, but the possible expressions
may not be unique.

Output
For each test case, output the corresponding S-expression in a separate line. If the given phrase involves
two or more diﬀerent S-expressions, output “AMBIGUOUS” (without quotes).
A single space character should be inserted between the elements of the S-expression, while no space
character should be inserted after open brackets (“(”) and before closing brackets (“)”).
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Sample Input
4
a
a
a
a

list
list
list
list

of
of
of
of

A, B, C and D
A, a list of P and Q, B, a list of X, Y and Z and C
A
a list of A and B

Output for the Sample Input
(A B C D)
(A (P Q) B (X Y Z) C)
(A)
AMBIGUOUS
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Problem B
Greedy, Greedy.
Input: greedy.in, Output: greedy.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

Once upon a time, there lived a dumb king. He always messes things up based on his whimsical ideas.
This time, he decided to renew the kingdom’s coin system. Currently the kingdom has three types of
coins of values 1, 5, and 25. He is thinking of replacing these with another set of coins.
Yesterday, he suggested a coin set of values 7, 77, and 777. “They look so fortunate, dont they?” he said.
But obviously you can’t pay, for example, 10, using this coin set. Thus his suggestion was rejected.
Today, he suggested a coin set of values 1, 8, 27, and 64. “They are all cubic numbers. How beautiful!”
But another problem arises: using this coin set, you have to be quite careful in order to make changes
eﬃciently. Suppose you are to make changes for a value of 40. If you use a greedy algorithm, i.e.
continuously take the coin with the largest value until you reach an end, you will end up with seven
coins: one coin of value 27, one coin of value 8, and five coins of value 1. However, you can make
changes for 40 using five coins of value 8, which is fewer. This kind of ineﬃciency is undesirable, and
thus his suggestion was rejected again.
Tomorrow, he would probably make another suggestion. It’s quite a waste of time dealing with him, so
let’s write a program that automatically examines whether the above two conditions are satisfied.

Input
The input consists of multiple test cases. Each test case is given in a line with the format
n c1 c2 ... cn
where n is the number of kinds of coins in the suggestion of the king, and each ci is the coin value. You
may assume 1 ≤ n ≤ 50 and 0 < c1 < c2 < ... < cn < 1000. The input is terminated by a single zero.

Output
For each test case, print the answer in a line. The answer should begin with “Case ♯i: ”, where i is the
test case number starting from 1, followed by
• “Cannot pay some amount” if some (positive integer) amount of money cannot be paid using the
given coin set,
• “Cannot use greedy algorithm” if any amount can be paid, though not necessarily with the least
possible number of coins using the greedy algorithm,
• “OK” otherwise.

Sample Input
3 1 5 25
3 7 77 777
4 1 8 27 64
0

Output for the Sample Input
Case #1: OK
Case #2: Cannot pay some amount
Case #3: Cannot use greedy algorithm
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Problem C
First Experience
Input: first.in, Output: first.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

After spending long long time, you had gotten tired of computer programming. Instead you were interested in electronic construction. As your first work, you built a simple calculator. It can handle positive
integers of up to four decimal digits, and perform addition, subtraction and multiplication of numbers.
You didn’t implement division just because it was so complicated. Although the calculator almost worked
well, you noticed that it displays unexpected results in several cases. So, you decided to try its simulation
by a computer program in order to figure out the cause of unexpected behaviors.
The specification of the calculator you built is as follows. There are three registers on the calculator. The
register R1 stores the value of the operation result of the latest operation; the register R2 stores the new
input value; and the register R3 stores the input operator. At the beginning, both R1 and R2 hold zero,
and R3 holds a null operator. The calculator has keys for decimal digits from “0” to “9” and operators
“+”, “−”, “×” and “=”. The four operators indicate addition, subtraction, multiplication and conclusion,
respectively. When a digit key is pressed, R2 is multiplied by ten, and then added by the pressed digit (as
a number). When “+”, “−” or “×” is pressed, the calculator first applies the binary operator held in R3
to the values in R1 and R2 and updates R1 with the result of the operation. Suppose R1 has 10, R2 has
3, and R3 has “−” (subtraction operator), R1 is updated with 7 ( = 10 − 3). If R3 holds a null operator,
the result will be equal to the value of R2. After R1 is updated, R2 is cleared to zero and R3 is set to the
operator which the user entered. “=” indicates termination of a computation. So, when “=” is pressed,
the calculator applies the operator held in R3 in the same manner as the other operators, and displays the
final result to the user. After the final result is displayed, R3 is reinitialized with a null operator.
The calculator cannot handle numbers with five or more decimal digits. Because of that, if the intermediate computation produces a value less than 0 (i.e., a negative number) or greater than 9999, the calculator
displays “E” that stands for error, and ignores the rest of the user input until “=” is pressed.
Your task is to write a program to simulate the simple calculator.

Input
The input consists of multiple test cases.
Each line of the input specifies one test case, indicating the order of key strokes which a user entered.
The input consists only decimal digits (from “0” to “9”) and valid operators “+”, “-”, “*” and “=” where
“*” stands for “×”.
You may assume that “=” occurs only at the end of each line, and no case contains more than 80 key
strokes.

Output
For each test case, output one line which contains the result of simulation.
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Sample Input
1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10=
1000-500-250-125=
1*2*3*4*5*6=
5000*5000=
10-100=
100*100=
10000=

Output for the Sample Input
55
125
720
E
E
E
E
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Problem D
Poke Poker Pokest
Input: poker.in, Output: poker.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

This is a story of a fantasy world named Upper Earth. The hero of the story is an explorer Flood, who
goes through caves, ruins, deserts, mountains and so on.
One day, he got to the city called Upper Sea. At that time the Pork Festival was being held. As soon as
he joined the festival, he got to know the name of the best pork dish there — Pokest. It tasted so great that
no one could eat Pokest without being in heaven. So Flood wanted to eat, but no one knew how to make
except that poking is the most important factor for that. Fortunately, he soon found that a poker contest
would be held for people who want to eat Pokest. Of course he immediately decided to participate the
contest, but he was told that only one person could eat; so he had to be a champion of the contest. You
may wonder why only one champion could eat. This was because the contest was held by the king of
Upper Sea, and he could not invite more than one person for security reasons.
Well, there were many contestants in the contest, so the king decided to use a special deck instead of
an ordinary fifty-two-card deck. Each card in the deck had a suit and a rank as an ordinary card does,
but there were s kinds of suits and r ranks. A suit was represented by a capital letter of first s alphabets
(A,B,C,...), and a rank represented by an integer between 1 and r.
A game went as follows. First the game players sat down around the table. After that, the king named a
person as the dealer of the game. The person named by the king first chose an arbitary player (including
himself or herself) as the first player of the game, then dealt the first five cards in the deck to the first
player, the next five cards to the next player (in clockwise order), and so forth. After dealing of cards,
each player exchanged any number of cards as he or she wanted, from the first player in clockwise order.
Exchange was done by discarding some cards from the hand and drawing the same number of cards from
the top of the deck, like an ordinary draw poker. A player could choose to exchange no cards or even all
cards in his or her hand. After all player exchanged cards, showdown was carried out, and the player who
made the highest hand among the players won the game and was to be invited by the king for a Pokest
dish.
In the contest, there were ten kinds of hands shown below in decreasing order. Note that r and 1 were
not regarded as consecutive ranks. In addition, no tie breaker is laid down for players of the same hand.
If more than one player made the highest hand, no one would be a winner nor could eat Pokest.
Five of a kind Five cards of the same rank. For example, (A,1)(B,1)(C,1)(D,1)(E,1).
Straight Flush Five cards forming both a straight and a flush. For example, (A,1)(A,2)(A,3)(A,4)(A,5)
Four of a Kind Four cards of the same rank. For example, (A,1)(B,1)(C,1)(D,1)(E,2).
Full House Three cards of one rank and a pair of another. For example, (A,1)(B,1)(C,1)(D,2)(E,2)
Flush Five cards of the same suit. For example, (A,1)(A,2)(A,5)(A,6)(A,9).
Straight Five cards of consecutive ranks. For example, (A,1)(B,2)(C,3)(A,4)(E,5).
Three of a Kind Three cards of the same rank. For example, (A,1)(B,1)(C,1)(D,2)(E,5).
Two Pair Two seperate pairs. For example, (A,1)(B,1)(C,2)(D,2)(E,5).
One Pair Two cards of the same rank. For example, (A,1)(B,1)(C,2)(D,3)(E,5).
No Pair Cards not forming any hands mentioned above. For example, (A,1)(B,2)(C,5)(D,7)(A,9).
Now Flood advanced to the final round, and fortunately he was named as a dealer of the final round. He
got all cards in the deck and could know the order of the cards by his special ability, but was there a way
for him to win...?
Your task is to write a program that determines if there was a winning strategy for a Pokest dish, no
matter how many cards the other players exchanged.
Problem D: Poke Poker Pokest
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Input
Input consists of multiple test cases. The first line of each case contains three integers n (2 ≤ n ≤ 100),
s (1 ≤ s ≤ 26) and r (1 ≤ r ≤ 100), where n indicates the number of the players, s indicates the number
of suits, and r indicates the number of ranks. The following 10n lines contain cards in the deck from the
top to the bottom. Input is terminated by end of file. You can assume that s × m ≥ 10n.

Output
For each test case, you should print “Yes” in a line if it is possible to eat Pokest, otherwise print “No”.

Sample Input
3
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
A

5 10
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
10
3
3
3
3
9
4
4
4
4
8
5
5
5
5
7
6
6
6
6
10

Output for the Sample Input
Yes
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Problem E
Philosopher’s Stone
Input: stone.in, Output: stone.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

In search for wisdom and wealth, Alchemy, the art of transmutation, has long been pursued by people.
The crucial point of Alchemy was considered to find the recipe for philosopher’s stone, which will be a
catalyst to produce gold and silver from common metals, and even medicine giving eternal life.
Alchemists owned Alchemical Reactors, symbols of their profession. Each recipe of Alchemy went like
this: gather appropriate materials; melt then mix them in your Reactor for an appropriate period; then
you will get the desired material along with some waste.
A long experience presented two natural laws, which are widely accepted among Alchemists. One is the
law of conservation of mass, that is, no reaction can change the total mass of things taking part. Because
of this law, in any Alchemical reaction, mass of product is not greater than the sum of mass of materials.
The other is the law of the directionality in Alchemical reactions. This law implies, if the matter A
produces the matter B, then the matter A can never be produced using the matter B.
One night, Demiurge, the Master of Alchemists, revealed the recipe of philosopher’s stone to have every
Alchemist’s dream realized. Since this night, this ultimate recipe, which had been sought for centuries,
has been an open secret.
Alice and Betty were also Alchemists who had been seeking the philosopher’s stone and who were told
the ultimate recipe in that night. In addition, they deeply had wanted to complete the philosopher’s stone
earlier than any other Alchemists, so they began to solve the way to complete the recipe in the shortest
time.
Your task is write a program that computes the smallest number of days needed to complete the philosopher’s stone, given the recipe of philosopher’s stone and materials in their hands.

Input
The input consists of a number of test cases.
Each test case starts with a line containing a single integer n, then n recipes follow.
Each recipe starts with a line containing a string, the name of the product. Then a line with two integers
m and d is given, where m is the number of materials and d is the number of days needed to finish the
reaction. Each of the following m lines specify the name and amount of a material needed for reaction.
Those n recipes are followed by a list of materials the two Alchemists initially have. The first line
indicates the size of the list. Then pairs of the material name and the amount are given, each pair in one
line.
Every name contains printable characters of the ASCII code, i.e. no whitespace or control characters.
No two recipe will produce the item of the same name. Each test case always includes one recipe for
“philosopher’s-stone,” which is wanted to be produced. Some empty lines may occur in the input for
human-readability.

Output
For each case, output a single line containing the shortest day needed to complete producing the philosopher’s stone, or “impossible” in case production of philosopher’s stone is impossible. As there are two
Alchemists, they can control two reaction in parallel. A reaction can start whenever the materials in
recipe and at least one Alchemist is available. Time spent in any acts other than reaction, such as rests,
meals, cleaning reactors, or exchanging items, can be regarded as negligibly small.
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Sample Input
3
philosopher’s-stone
4 10
tongue 1
tear 1
dunkelheit 1
aroma-materia 1
aroma-materia
4 5
salt 1
holy-water 1
golden-rock 1
neutralizer 2
neutralizer
1 1
red-rock 5
7
tongue 1
tear 1
dunkelheit 1
salt 2
holy-water 3
golden-rock 2
red-rock 10
2
philosopher’s-stone
5 3
carrot 1
potato 3
onion 1
barmont 12
barmont
3 1
curry 5
komugiko 20
butter 10
7
carrot 3
potato 2
onion 5
curry 150
flour 750
butter 200
0

Output for the Sample Input
16
impossible
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Problem F
Flame of Nucleus

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

Input: nucleus.in, Output: nucleus.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Year 20XX — a nuclear explosion has burned the world. Half the people on the planet have died. Fearful.
One city, fortunately, was not directly damaged by the explosion. This city consists of N domes (numbered 1 through N inclusive) and M bidirectional transportation pipelines connecting the domes. In dome
i, Pi citizens reside currently and there is a nuclear shelter capable of protecting Ki citizens. Also, it takes
Di days to travel from one end to the other end of pipeline i.
It has been turned out that this city will be polluted by nuclear radiation in L days after today. So each
citizen should take refuge in some shelter, possibly traveling through the pipelines. Citizens will be dead
if they reach their shelters in exactly or more than L days.
How many citizens can survive at most in this situation?

Input
The input consists of multiple test cases. Each test case begins with a line consisting of three integers N,
M and L (1 ≤ N ≤ 100, M ≥ 0, 1 ≤ L ≤ 10000). This is followed by M lines describing the configuration
of transportation pipelines connecting the domes. The i-th line contains three integers Ai , Bi and Di (1
≤ Ai < Bi ≤ N, 1 ≤ Di ≤ 10000), denoting that the i-th pipeline connects dome Ai and Bi . There is
at most one pipeline between any pair of domes. Finally, there come two lines, each consisting of N
integers. The first gives P1 , ... , PN (0 ≤ Pi ≤ 106 ) and the second gives K1 , ... , KN (0 ≤ Ki ≤ 106 ).
The input is terminated by EOF. All integers in each line are separated by a whitespace.

Output
For each test case, print in a line the maximum number of people who can survive.

Sample Input
1 0 1
51
50
2 1 1
1 2 1
1000 0
0 1000
4 3 5
1 2 4
1 3 1
3 4 2
0 1000 1000 1000
3000 0 0 0

Output for the Sample Input
50
0
3000
Problem F: Flame of Nucleus
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Problem G
Exact Arithmetic
Input: sqrt.in, Output: sqrt.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

√
Let X be a set of all rational numbers and all numbers of form q r, where q is a non-zero rational number
and r is an integer greater than 1. Here r must not have a quadratic number except for 1 as its divisor.
Also, let X ∗ be a set of all numbers which can be expressed as a sum of one or more elements in X.
A machine Y is a stack-based calculator which operates on the values in X ∗ and has the instructions
shown below.
push n Pushes an integer specified in the operand onto the stack.
add Pops two values x1 and x2 from the top of the stack in this order, then pushes (x2 + x1 ).
sub Pops two values x1 and x2 from the top of the stack in this order, then pushes (x2 − x1 ).
mul Pops two values x1 and x2 from the top of the stack in this order, then pushes (x2 × x1 ).
div Pops two values x1 and x2 from the top of the stack in this order, then pushes (x2 ÷ x1 ). x1 must be
a non-zero value in X (not X ∗ ).
sqrt Pops one value x from the stack and pushes the square root of x. x must be a nonnegative rational
number.
disp Pops one value x from the stack, and outputs the string representation of the value x to the display.
The representation rules are stated later.
stop Terminates calculation. The stack must be empty when this instruction is called.
A suﬀcient number of values must exist in the stack on execution of every instruction. In addition, due
to the limitation of the machine Y, no more values can be pushed when the stack already stores as many
as 256 values. Also, there exist several restrictions on values to be pushed onto the stack:
• For rational numbers, neither numerator nor denominator in the irreducible form may exceed
32,768 in its absolute value.
√
√
√
• For any element in X of the form q r = (a/b) r, |a r| ≤ 32, 768 and |b| ≤ 32, 768.
• For any element in X ∗ , each term in the sum must satisfy the above conditions.
The rules for the string representations of the values (on the machine Y) are as follows:
• A rational number is represented as either an integer or an irreducible fraction with a denominator
greater than 1. A fraction is represented as “< numerator > / < denominator >”. A sign symbol precedes in case of a negative number.
√
• A number of the form q r is represented as “< string representation o f q >*sqrt(r)” except for
the case with q = ±1, in which the number is represented as “sqrt(r)” (q = 1) or “-sqrt(r)” (q = -1).
• For the sum of two or more elements of X, string representations of all the (non-zero) elements
are connected using the binary operator +. In this case, all terms with the same rooted number
are merged into a single term, and the terms must be shown in the ascending order of√its root
component. For the purpose of this rule, all rational numbers are regarded to accompany 1.
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• There is exactly one space character before and after each of the binary operator +. No space
character appears at any other place.
The followings are a few examples of valid string representations:
0
1
-1/10
2*sqrt(2) + 1/2*sqrt(3) + -1/2*sqrt(5)
1/2 + sqrt(10) + -sqrt(30)
Your task is to write a program that simulates the machine Y.

Input
The input is a sequence of instructions. Each line contains a single instruction. You may assume that
every instruction is called in a legal way. The instruction stop appears only once, at the end of the entire
input.

Output
Output the strings which the machine Y will display. Write each string in a line.

Sample Input
push
push
sqrt
div
push
push
sqrt
div
add
disp
push
sqrt
push
push
sqrt
mul
add
disp
stop

1
2

1
3

8
3
2

Output for the Sample Input
1/2*sqrt(2) + 1/3*sqrt(3)
5*sqrt(2)
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Problem H
Slippy Floors
Input: floors.in, Output: floors.out, Timelimit: 30sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

The princess of the Fancy Kingdom has been loved by many people for her lovely face. However the
witch of the Snow World has been jealous of the princess being loved. For her jealousy, the witch has
shut the princess into the Ice Tower built by the witch’s extreme magical power.
As the Ice Tower is made of cubic ice blocks that stick hardly, the tower can be regarded to be composed
of levels each of which is represented by a 2D grid map. The only way for the princess to escape from the
tower is to reach downward stairs on every level. However, many magical traps set by the witch obstruct
her moving ways. In addition, because of being made of ice, the floor is so slippy that movement of the
princess is very restricted. To be precise, the princess can only press on one adjacent wall to move against
the wall as the reaction. She is only allowed to move in the vertical or horizontal direction, not in the
diagonal direction. Moreover, she is forced to keep moving without changing the direction until she is
prevented from further moving by the wall, or she reaches a stairway or a magical trap. She must avoid
the traps by any means because her being caught by any of these traps implies her immediate death by its
magic. These restrictions on her movement make her escape from the tower impossible, so she would be
frozen to death without any help.
You are a servant of the witch of the SnowWorld, but unlike the witch you love the princess as many other
people do. So you decided to help her with her escape. However, if you would go help her directly in the
Ice Tower, the witch would notice your act to cause your immediate death along with her. Considering
this matter and your ability, all you can do for her is to generate snowmans at arbitrary places (grid
cells) neither occupied by the traps nor specified as the cell where the princess is initially placed. These
snowmans are equivalent to walls, thus the princess may utilize them for her escape. On the other hand,
your magical power is limited, so you should generate the least number of snowmans needed for her
escape.
You are required to write a program that solves placement of snowmen for given a map on each level,
such that the number of generated snowmen are minimized.

Input
The first line of the input contains a single integer that represents the number of levels in the Ice Tower.
Each level is given by a line containing two integers NY (3 ≤ NY ≤ 30) and NX (3 ≤ NX ≤ 30) that
indicate the vertical and horizontal sizes of the grid map respectively, and following NY lines that specify
the grid map. Each of the NY lines contain NX characters, where “A” represents the initial place of the
princess, “>” the downward stairs, “.” a place outside the tower, “ ” an ordinary floor, “♯” a wall, and “^”
a magical trap. Every map has exactly one “A” and one “>”.
You may assume that there is no way of the princess moving to places outside the tower or beyond the
maps, and every case can be solved with not more than ten snowmen. The judge also guarantees that this
problem can be solved without extraordinary optimizations.

Output
For each level, print on a line the least number of snowmen required to be generated for letting the
princess get to the downward stairs.

Problem H: Slippy Floors
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Sample Input
3
10 30
......#############...........
....##_____________#..........
...#________________####......
..#________####_________#.....
.#________#....##________#....
#_________#......#________#...
#__________###...#_____^^_#...
.#__________A_#...#____^^_#...
..#___________#...#_>__###....
...###########.....####.......
7 17
......#..........
.....#_##........
.#...#_A_#.......
#^####___#.......
#_______#........
#>_____#.........
########.........
6 5
#####
#_A_#
#___#
#_>_#
#___#
#####

Output for the Sample Input
2
1
0
15
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Problem I
Minimum Bounding Rectangle
Input: rect.in, Output: rect.out, Timelimit: 5sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

You are a pioneer who develops uncivilized area, and now, you are developing a new town. The area that
you are developing is completely flat and has n wells. You have to surround all of these wells by a wall
to protect them from an outsider. It is obligated by a law that the shape of the wall should be rectangular.
In addition, you have to pay tax corresponding to the rectangular area. Your job is to write a program to
calculate the minimum rectangular area to surround all of wells.

Input
Input consists of multiple test cases.
First line of each test case contains a positive integer n (n < 1,024). The following n lines contain two
non-negative integers x and y, which indicates X-coordinate and Y-coordinate of a well respectively.
Input is terminated by a case of n = 0, and it should not to be processed.
You can assume that x and y do not exceed 215 .

Output
For each test case, you should output the area of minimum surrounding rectangle in three floating-point
numbers rounded oﬀ the fourth decimal place.

Sample Input
4
0
0
1
1
0

0
1
1
0

Output for the Sample Input
1.000
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Problem J
Once Upon A Time
Input: once.in, Output: once.out, Timelimit: 5sec.

Summer Camp, Petrozavodsk
29 Aug 2007

Once upon a time, an elderly man and an elderly woman lived. One day, the elderly man went to a
mountain for hang gliding, and the elderly woman went to a river for shooting rapids in a canoe.
The elderly man looked around from the sky, he found the elderly woman enjoying shooting rapids. So
he called her in a loud voice, she noticed him. They like acrobatic feats. So they decided to touch each
other’s hand by hand.
He can stretch his hand to her periodically. Moreover, she also can stretch her hand to him periodically.
Because they are busy on their work.
Strictly speaking, she stretches her hand on time n and after that she stretches every m unit times. On the
other hand, he stretches his hand every a unit times after he approaches to her. And it takes k unit times
to approach her. Therefore, he stretches his hand at first on time k + a.
Your job is to write a program to calculate the time when they mutually touch a hand by hand first.
For example, the following table shows the first input of sample inputs. They mutually touch a hand by
hand on 8.
Time
The elderly woman
The elderly man

1
-

2
Approach

3
Stretch
-

4
Stretch

5
-

6
Stretch

7
-

8
Stretch
Stretch

Input
Input consists of multiple test cases. Each test case consists of a line which contains four non-negative
integers n, m, a, and k separated by a space character. Input is terminated by a case of n = m = a = k = 0,
and it should not to be processed.
You can assume that input integers are less than 231 .

Output
For each test case, you should output the time when they mutually touch a hand by hand if possible.
Otherwise, you should output “Impossible”.

Sample Input
3 5 2 2
0 0 0 0

Output for the Sample Input
8

Problem J: Once Upon A Time
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